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All star basketball players number 4

Bob Pettitt, the first incumbent to exceed 20,000 points, was named an All-NBA player for 10 consecutive seasons. He retired in 1965 due to injury and was inducted into the NBA Hall of Fame in 1970. Read more about Bob Pettitt. By the editor of Publications International, Willis Reid was the first player to be named MVP of the regularseason All-Star Game and NBA Finals in the same season (1970). He retired in 1974 and went on to coach the Knicks and Nets. He was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1981. Read more about Willis Reid. By the editor of Publications International, Kevin McHale may have been basketball's all-time low-post scorer. He retired in 1993
and later became vice president of basketball operations in Minnesota. Learn more about this Celtics forward and his career average. By the editor of Publications International, Cheryl Miller Inc. was the first female basketball player to dunk in an organized play. She was the first woman nominated for the Sullivan Award, which is given to
the country's top amateur athletes. Read more about Cheryl Miller and her path to the Hall of Fame. By the editors of Publications International, the average points and rebounds of Carl Malone Inc. made him the only NBA player in the top five in both categories. He holds the record for the most free throws attempted and made and is
second in all-time scoring. Read about Carl Malone's totals and honors. When Pete Malavich was at the top of his game by the editors of Publications International Ltd, he was smoking an outrageous 50 points a night. He retired in 1980 and withdrew completely from public attention. He died in 1988 at the age of 40. Read more about the
rise and fall of Pete Malavich. By the editors of Publications International, Tom Gora Inc. set an NCAA career rebound record (2201) that has never been matched. He is a five-time NBA All-Star who retired in 1966. He was inducted into the NBA Hall of Fame in 1975. Learn more about this five-time NBA All-Star and his career average. By
the editor of Publications International, Dan Issel Inc. held the ABA record for most points of the season and was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1993. He retired from basketball in 1985 and had accumulated 27,482 points throughout his career. Learn about Dan Issel and the sum of his career. At Apple by the editors of Publications
International Inc., Steve Jobs led much of the industrial design charge, while the soft-spoken Steve Wozniak bulletproof engineering. In the theater world, renowned lyricist Oscar Hammerstein dreamed of beloved classics such as The Sound of Music and The King and I, but it was Richard Rodgers who found the music in his partner's
words. If there are too many stars, suddenly the team starts to flip over I hand him the lyrics and get out of his way, Hammerstein reportedly once said. Growing bodyScientific research has found that this type of cognitive diversity is important for maintaining creativity. But it's not just a matter of people with different skills and backgrounds
together. The most creative teams also include people of different statuses. Perhaps the universal human motivation, the need for status, is a desire to sit above the social hierarchy. Positive psychologist Abraham Maslow explained this in terms of reputation or prestige, recognition, attention, importance, or gratitude. In creative teams,
people with different social status and status needs change their relationships with each other and with the issues at their eyes. If the team has too many high-status people (stars or a-players as they are more commonly known), they can compete for social status and not be available to consider the thoughts of others. To make matters
worse, according to UC Berkeley social psychologist Cameron Anderson, the higher the position people hold, the more they crave it. He calls it the drug-like effect of status and is ruined for collaboration. If there are too many stars, suddenly the team starts to turn over, says Anderson. Think about it in terms of basketball and football, he
adds. Unless your team is running a show, too many players who don't perform will degrade your team's performance. Solution: Distribute players across your team instead of bringing them together. And when a bunch of top performers are in the room, they can build processes and collaborate to give them the respect they crave. How
status affects creativity In a 2017 Bain report found that high-performing companies are made up of about 16% of star players, while underperforming companies barely underperform at 15%. One key difference: In high-performing companies, star talent is distributed rather than clustered. Anderson's own research found that concentrated
status impairs creative output. One 2016 study found that when the most powerful people are made to work together, they often produce the most creative results of any team. In one experiment, people assigned to a leadership group were rated by an independent jury as far less creative in come up with ideas for new products than
workers' groups. Their work was considered the most innovative and the least inspirational. Another experiment found that a group of powerful executives were less effective at choosing someone for a fictitious senior management role than a group of lower-status leaders. Among the lowest-ranked subjects, 88% of the group reached an
agreement on candidates for recruitment. In the highest status group, only 41% reached a decision. What it means for organizations: There's something fascinating and common about the idea that if your organization has enough players, you'll succeed. Called one management theoristThe Super Chicken Model collects alpha types that
aim for as many statuses as possible. Companies build a whole set of talent processes around this assumption. Hiring, promotion, compensation, development and succession are based on this usual un-investigated goal of winning as many players as possible for every team. I've heard us say sometimes, If we have five of hers on this
team, we'll clean up the competition. A few players are very helpful, but success is not about hiring competition for these people. It includes details on how to form a team and how people work together as a team. In short, it turns out that in order to create a diverse team, you have to consider race, gender, and other issues, but you also
need diversity in status. David Locke is director of the Neuro Leadership Institute. Mary Slaughter is Executive Vice President of Global Practice and Consulting. Are you wondering if you're going out with a player? You might really like this guy, you're looking for a serious commitment and you can see the future with him, but it's important
to be able to recognize if he's actually a player. He may look like the perfect guy, but there are eight important signs to help you know if you're on the road to happiness or if you're playing instead. One clear sign that he is going out with the player is that he is constantly texting others. For example, if you notice that he is always on his
phone, smiling, laughing, laughing or sending pictures, this will help you know that you are not the only one communicating with him and that you are not the only one in his mind. When it looks like you can get his attention when you're together, this is an important indicator that he's playing the field. Another top sign that he is a player is
that he doesn't talk about your future together. You may start planning your trip as a couple and want to talk about your future hopes, dreams and goals, but he promises to commit to something much more in time. For example, he refuses a request to accompany his cousin to his cousin's wedding in a few weeks, or he doesn't give a clear
answer about spending the holidays together because he doesn't want to be tied up in any way. Speaking of not being tied up, the added sign that he is a player is that he is unreliable. There may be plans to meet for brunch, watch movies or hit the farmers market, but he will always change plans with you, hang on and cancel the last
minute. When you're going out with people you can't be ades, you can take the fact that you're playing. Another important indicator that you are going out with the player is that you tend to stay on the ambiguous side when it comes to his daily teasing when you are not. For example, he may generalize and maintain about his workKeep
your conversations on an ambiguous or superficial level regarding his weekend plans. If you don't seem to be giving you a straight answer and you're going out with people you're guessing and wondering, it's not surprising that he's probably playing you. As for being ambiguous, the clear sign that you are with the player is that you have
not met the people close to him. For example, if you have never met his friend and he has not met you yet, this should raise a red flag where something is a little off. In order to get to know someone and establish connections, it is important to take steps to include each other in their respective worlds. But if he doesn't want to include you in
this aspect of his life, this is usually a sign of the player because it shows that it doesn't matter that much to him. An added sign that he is a player is that he is a big flirt. For example, he may be flirting with you, but he tends to flirt with hostesses, waitresses, or baristas when you're out together. You may also notice that he is checking out
others, even when they are with each other. If he appears to have wandering eyes, this could be an important indicator that he is playing you. If you are wondering if you are going out with a player, another top sign is that his needs will come before you. For example, whether he always follows his conditions and meets his needs, such as
restaurants, time to eat, and places to meet. But when we are in a relationship where we are respectful, trusted and caring for each other, we make each other a real priority rather than focusing on ourselves. Another top sign that you are going out with the player is that he is always trying to put you to bed. But in a loving, happy and
healthy relationship, you shouldn't feel pressured to do something you don't want to do, even if you're kissing on your first date. No one should feel the need to put pressure on you or convince you to do something you're not used to, and if he behaves this inappropriately, he's not only a player, he's a loser. Loser.
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